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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.iimb.201
0970-3896Abstract Though the agricultural sector contributes significantly to the Indian economy, it
faces several bottlenecks, one of those being the antiquated laws governing agriculturalmarket-
ing and price discovery, leading to low price realization by Indian farmers. In India, six national
level exchanges offer commodity derivatives contracts on commodities, with some having elec-
tronic spot exchanges to facilitate spot trading of commodities. However, farmers’ participation
in these exchanges has been poor. ITC-ABD, one of the largest aggregators and exporters of In-
dian agri-commodities, has started using these exchange platforms to hedge price risk. With
experience of over three decades in the agricultural sector, Mr. S. Sivakumar has a deep under-
standing of the commodity markets and the needs of Indian farmers. This interview aims to get
an insight into his views on increasing farmers’ participation in commodity derivatives trading
and more importantly, to understand ITC-ABD’s commodity hedging strategy.Context note
Preparatory to the interview with Mr. S. Sivakumar, Divi-
sional Chief Executive, Agri Business Division, ITC, the.ernet.in
ian Institute of Management
5.02.002context note provides a brief overview of the different
aspects of the Indian agricultural market and the Indian
commodity derivatives market. The ITC Agri Business Di-
vision’s venture into commodity hedging through exchanges
predominantly revolves around soyabean and soyaoil price
risk management. Hence, in addition to the Indian agri-
cultural market and commodity derivatives market, this
context note also introduces the soyabean and soyaoil
market in India.
Table 1 Warehouse storage capacities (2010e11).
Name of organization/sector Storage capacity
(in million tonnes)











Data Source: Planning Commission of India Report (2011) titled
“Report of Working Group on Warehousing Development & Regula-
tion for the Twelfth Plan Period (2012e2017)”.
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India’s agricultural production has improved significantly
since independence. India is now a major producer of many
agricultural commodities, fruits, and vegetables. According
to the Ministry of Agriculture annual report (2013e2014),
India ranks within top two global producers of rice, wheat,
sugarcane, cashewnut, pepper, cotton, jute, spices, po-
tato, tomato, and tea. As per the Department of Animal
Husbandry, Dairying & Fisheries annual report (2013e2014),
India is also the world leader in milk production and ranks
third in egg production. Agriculture contributes to the In-
dian economy in many significant ways. It provides
employment to around 51% of the total population. Data
provided by the Planning Commission of India indicates that
in 2013, agriculture contributed 14% of the total GDP, and
agricultural exports accounted for 11% of the total exports
from India.1 According to the Agricultural & Processed Food
Products Export Development Authority (Apeda, 2013)
report, total export of agricultural commodities and value-
added products stood at USD 37,029 million in 2012e13,
which grew at 13.6% over the previous year. This report also
mentioned companies such as Dabur, Godrej, ITC, Parle,
Amul, Haldiram, Marico, Alok Industries, Nestle, Cargill,
Pepsico, and Danone as major agro exporting companies
from India.
In spite of its significant contributions to the Indian
economy, Indian agriculture suffers from several weak-
nesses. India’s agricultural yield is among the lowest in the
world. Timely arrival of monsoon and the quantum and
distribution of rainfall are crucial for farm output, as
almost 55% of the area under cultivation depends on rain.
Even areas with irrigation facility are under severe strain as
overuse of groundwater has led to fall in groundwater level.
Every year India loses huge amounts of agri-produce due to
lack of adequate warehousing and cold storage facilities.
Answering a Right to Information (RTI) query in 2013, the
Food Corporation of India (FCI), which procures majority of
wheat and rice produced in India, reported that as much as
1,94,502 tonnes of food grain was wasted during 2005e2013
due to inadequate storage facility (The Economic Times,
2014).
Warehouse facilities for agricultural
commodities in India
Availability of warehousing is not only crucial for storage of
food grains, but it also provides an opportunity for farmers
to get higher price realization. Lack of adequate ware-
housing facilities forces farmers to sell during harvest
period at low prices. According to a Planning Commission
report (2011), the total warehousing capacity in India is
about 108.75 million tonnes (Table 1).
During 2010e11, the total food grains and pulses pro-
duction stood at 244.49 million tonnes (Reserve Bank of1 Planning Commission of India “Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
from Agriculture and Allied Sector and its Percentage Share to Total
GDP(1954-55 to 2014-15)” available at http://planningcommission.
nic.in/data/datatable/data_2312/DatabookDec2014%2043.pdf.India Statistics 2). Even if one were to consider that the
total production of food grains and pulses is spread over the
Kharif and Rabi seasons, and discounting any storage re-
quirements for fruits and vegetables, there is a gross
shortfall in total warehousing capacity.
To increase warehousing capacity, the Government of
India (GoI) introduced the Warehousing (Development &
Regulation) Act 2007 and set up the Warehousing Develop-
ment & Regulatory Authority (WDRA) in 2010. The GoI also
made warehouse receipts negotiable in 2011, under which,
ownership of warehouse receipts can be transferred be-
tween buyers and sellers without physically transferring the
underlying goods. This reduces handling costs by elimi-
nating avoidable additional transportation. Since its
inception in 2010, the WDRA has already registered 365
warehouses and has permitted issuance of negotiable
warehouse receipts (NRWs) for 115 agri-commodities and 26
horticulture commodities. In the 2013e14 budget, the GoI
allocated INR 5000 crores to the National Bank for Agri-
culture and Rural Development (NABARD) for providing
loans to companies as well as to individual entrepreneurs
for augmenting warehousing, cold storage, and cold chain
infrastructure. Recently some private players such as Na-
tional Bulk Handling Corporation, Star Agriwarehousing and
Collateral Management Limited, and Guru Warehousing
Corporation have started creating new warehouses.
Notwithstanding these positive developments, availability
of adequate warehousing facilities continues to be a
bottleneck.
Spot market for agricultural commodities and
agricultural produce market committees
(APMCs)
Physical trading of agricultural commodities in India falls
under the jurisdiction of the state governments. Each
state has its own Agricultural Produce Market Committee2 Reserve Bank of India Statistics on “Agricultural Production in
India” available at http://dbie.rbi.org.in/DBIE/dbie.rbi?
siteZstatistics.
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The APMC Act requires buyers and sellers to assemble at
designated places known as regulated market yards. Each
regulated market yard is governed by a market commit-
tee, which is expected to facilitate competitive price
discovery for farmers. Once a state government declares a
particular area to be part of a market committee, all
wholesale trading in that area has to be undertaken at the
designated regulated market yard only. However, this
system has several lacunae. It is widely believed that most
of the market committees have failed to provide a
competitive platform to farmers and to develop the
necessary physical infrastructure to ensure smooth
trading. Farmers often have to travel long distances to
bring their produce to the regulated market yards, and
during peak season, wait for days to sell their produce. A
scientific system of grading is wanting and farmers find
that they are not compensated for better quality produce.
Weighing is done manually and the farmers’ produce is
often underweighed. Even after selling their produce,
farmers have to make frequent trips to the yards to collect
their dues. The failure of APMCs to provide a competitive
market has been highlighted in the report titled “Final
Report of Committee State Ministers, In-Charge of Agri-
cultural Marketing to Promote Reforms (2013) ”, under the
Chairmanship of Shri Harshvardhan Patil, the then Minister
for Cooperation and Parliamentary Affairs of the Govern-
ment of Maharashtra.
On account of the APMC Act, farmers cannot sell directly
to ultimate buyers such as processors, exporters and re-
tailers, and hence sell their produce to traders or local
aggregators. Processors, exporters, and retailers in turn buy
from local aggregators. This increases the number of in-
termediaries and leads to higher costs. Besides these non-
value-adding transaction costs, there is a lack of stan-
dardization across the regulated market yards, in terms of
quality or other costs. Different state governments levy
different taxes on transactions carried out at these market
yards. As a result, the spot prices prevailing at these mar-
kets vary widely for a commodity. For example, the spot
price of “fair average quality (FAQ)” wheat at four different
markets can vary up to INR 850 per tonne on a given day
(Fig. 1).
To deal with these challenges, many companies are un-
dertaking contract farming. As per data published by
Directorate of Marketing & Inspection, Ministry of
Agriculture,3 some of the private companies which pro-
cure agricultural commodities through contract farming are
Cargill India, ITC-ABD, Marico, Nestle, Hindustan Unilever,
and Satnam Overseas. However, contract farming is limited
to a few states, as many state governments are yet to
modify their respective APMC Acts to permit contract
farming.
After some states reformed their APMC Acts, taking
advantage of the new rules, ITC designed its unique e-
Choupal initiative to source soyabean, wheat, and other3 Directorate of Marketing & Inspection (DMI), Ministry of Agricul-
ture, Government of India Report on “Private Sector Companies
involved in Contract Farming in India” available at http://
agmarknet.nic.in/ConFarm1.htm.commodities from nearly 40,000 villages. ITC’s e-Choupal
initiative has been the focus of many case studies, including
the comprehensive study by Annamalai and Rao (2003)
which covers ITC’s e-Choupal model and its agri-
commodities sourcing strategy.
Basics of futures, options, and spread
contracts
Commodity exchanges around the world offer futures, op-
tions, and spread contracts. The different dimensions of
these contracts are briefly discussed in this section.
Futures
In a futures contract, a long/short futures position holder
agrees to buy/sell a standardized commodity at a fixed
price to be delivered at a specific location at a future date.
Exchanges achieve standardization by specifying parame-
ters such as contract maturity date, trading and delivery lot
size, delivery centres, delivery norms related to packaging,
labelling, crop year, and detailed quality parameters. For
example, quality specification for Chana (Bengal gram)
contract at the National Commodity and Derivatives Ex-
change Limited (NCDEX) specifies the permissible limit for
“foreign matter”, “immature, shrunken seeds”, “moisture
content”, and “varietal admixture”. A farmer or a trader
wishing to use an exchange platform for delivering a spe-
cific commodity is required to ensure compliance with the
specified parameters. To mitigate counterparty risk, ex-
changes also set different limits such as daily price limits
and open position limits, and set different margins such as
initial margin, mark-to-market margin, and so on.
A commodity producer is typically long on the underlying
commodity and hedges the price risk by taking short futures
position. Similarly, a commodity consumer is short on the
underlying commodity and hedges the price risk by taking
long futures position. If the underlying spot price increases,
then the commodity producer gains in the physical market
and incurs loss in the futures market. Basically, loss in spot
market position is compensated by gain in futures market
position and vice versa.
Futures contracts help in mitigating price risk but they
expose traders to basis risk. Basis is defined as the differ-
ence between the spot price and futures price. If the basis
changes between the contract initiation date and contract
square off date, the trader may gain or lose giving rise to
basis risk.
Hedge ratio indicates the ratio of futures position to the
underlying spot position taken by a commodity producer or
a consumer to hedge the price risk. Hedge ratio governs the
relationship between the spot price change to futures price
change. Companies normally set their internal guidelines
regarding the hedge ratio. Futures market is said to be in
contango or in backwardation depending on price rela-
tionship between futures prices prevailing for different
maturity months. In a contango market, distant month fu-
tures prices are higher than the near month futures prices
indicating an upward sloping forward curve. Similarly, in a
backwardation market, distant month futures prices are
lower than near month futures prices indicating a
Figure 1 Wheat (FAQ) spot price (INR/1000 kg). Data Source: Bloomberg
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yield is the return earned by a trader when the trader rolls
over the contract from a shorter-maturity contract to a
longer-maturity contract. The profit or loss due to roll yield
depends on whether the trader is holding long or short fu-
tures position, as well as on whether the futures market is
in contango or in backwardation.
Options
Exchange traded commodity options have futures contracts
as underlying and not the actual commodity. These option
contracts give the buyers the option to take futures posi-
tion at contract expiry date at the option exercise price
(Table 2).
Spreads
In commodity spread contracts, traders simultaneously
enter into buy and sell futures contracts. For example, in
soyabean crush spread, traders simultaneously buy and sell
futures contracts related to soyabean as well as soyaoil and
soyameal contracts.
Commodity derivative exchanges and commodity
futures trading in India
The Indian commodity derivatives market has a long his-
tory. India had around 300 commodity exchanges during the
1940s.Till 1952, trading in these exchanges was not regu-
lated by a standard policy or a market regulator. AfterTable 2 Positions taken by long call and long put option
holders.
Long call Pays strike price and takes long
futures position
Short call Receives strike price from long call
holder and takes short futures position
Long put Receives strike price and takes short
futures position
Short put Pays strike price to long put holder and
takes long futures position
Source: Rajib P. (2014), Commodity Derivatives & Risk Manage-
ment (1st ed.), PHI Learning Publications.independence, the GoI formulated the Forward Contracts
(Regulation) Act, 1952 and set up the Forward Market
Commission (FMC) in 1953 to act as the regulator. In 1966,
the GoI imposed a comprehensive ban on futures trading in
an effort to control price volatility.
At different points of time, the GoI appointed different
committees to look into the feasibility of reintroducing
commodity derivatives trading. Two committees, namely
the Kabra Committee (1993) and Expert Committee on
National Agricultural Policy (2000) need special mention as
recommendations made by these two committees paved
the path for organized commodities derivatives trading.
During 2002e03, three online demutualized commodity
exchanges namely Multi-Commodity Exchange (MCX), Na-
tional Commodity and Derivatives Exchange (NCDEX) and
National Multi-Commodity Exchange (NMCE) came into ex-
istence. Later, three other commodity derivatives ex-
changes were also set up. In 2007, the GoI set up an expert
committee on commodity futures trading under the
Chairmanship of Prof. Abhijit Sen, then member of the
Planning Commission to study the impact of futures trading
on agricultural commodities. The comprehensive report
titled “Report of the Expert Committee to Study the Impact
of Futures Trading on Agricultural Commodity Prices
(2008)” (Abhijit Sen Committee Report, 2008) submitted by
this committee gave recommendations on a wide gamut of
issues concerning the spot as well as futures market.
The evolutionary aspect of the Indian commodity de-
rivatives market has been discussed in detail in
Bhattacharya (2007). Besides the commodity exchanges
mentioned earlier, India also has specialized exchanges
such as the Indian Energy Exchange Ltd. (IEX) and the Power
Exchange of India Ltd. (PXIL). These two exchanges provide
spot trading in electricity as well as a trading platform for
Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs). The IEX and the PXIL
are regulated by the Central Electricity Regulatory Au-
thority (CERC).
The Forward Market Commission as the regulator for-
mulates rules and regulations to regulate the commodity
derivatives market. At different points of time, the FMC has
banned futures trading in tur and urad (pulses), rice,
wheat, sugar, potato, guar seeds and guar gum, as it was
widely perceived that futures trading in these commodities
increased their spot price volatility.
In the Indian commodity regulatory landscape, a signif-
icant milestone was reached in 2012 when the GoI
expanded the FMC’s regulatory jurisdiction to include
Figure 2 Spot prices of soyabean seed, meal and oil. Data Source: Bloomberg (Soyabean Seed: Ex-Mandi Price at Indore, Soyaoil:
India Solvent Extracted Soyabean Oil Price at Indore, Soyameal: Indore Soyameal (FAQ))
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as the regulator for spot exchanges, one of the leading spot
exchanges, the National Spot Exchange Limited (NSEL)
defaulted in paying INR 5600 crores for the trades executed
in its platform. In a far reaching consequence of this pay-
ment default, the FMC indicted four entities (three indi-
vidual board members of NSEL and Financial Technology
India Ltd. as the promoting company of NSEL) as “not fit
and proper persons” to run any exchange in India. The
FMC’s order to this effect along with issues surrounding the
NSEL payment default is available at the FMC website (FMC
order dated 17th December 2013 “In the matter of Fit &
Proper Person”).4
Indian commodity exchanges offer futures contracts on
metal and mining commodities, energy, plantation com-
modities, and many agricultural commodities. Compared to
other commodity groups, a wide variety of agricultural
commodities are offered in line with India’s agricultural
production and consumption diversity. Some of the com-
modities on which futures contracts are offered are:
 agricultural commodities: chana, maize, wheat, castor
seed, soyabean, soyaoil, soyameal, sugar, guar gum and
guar seed, turmeric, chilli, coriander, crude palm oil,
etc.
 plantation commodities: rubber, black pepper, copra,
almond, cardamom, etc.
 metals and mining commodities: gold, silver, steel,
copper, lead, tin, nickel, zinc, tin, etc.
 energy commodities: crude oil, aviation turbine fuel,
natural gas, etc.
To attract more participants to commodity derivatives
trading, commodity exchanges have started introducing
innovative contracts. For example, the MCX offers smaller
sized contracts for gold and silver. In November 2013, the
NMCE announced that it would reimburse testing charges
for pepper and cardamom for the stocks stored at NMCE
designated warehouses. In June 2014, NCDEX launched fu-
tures contract on international crude oil (for both Brent and
Light sweet variety). These contracts are designed in such a
manner that the final settlement price of these contracts is
free from currency fluctuation. In March 2014, the FMC
extended trading time for some agricultural commodities
from 10 am to 11:55 pm as against the earlier permitted
trading time of 10 am to 5 pm. Explaining the rationale4 http://fmc.gov.in.behind extending the trading time, the FMC circular on 14th
March 2014 said: “The domestic market participants are
often unable to hedge their price risk associated with in-
ternational price movements in certain agri-commodities
during evening hours. Any significant movement in the in-
ternational market during this time leads to a significant
gap in the domestic exchanges on the next day, thereby
making the hedge ineffective for the trade participants.
Hence, there is a need to align domestic futures prices
better with international price movements in internation-
ally linked agri-commodities” (FMC circular).
Participation of hedgers in the commodity derivatives
market is important as hedgers’ presence in the underlying
physical market links physical market fundamentals to the
futures market. Without hedgers’ participation, futures
prices may deviate significantly from commodity funda-
mentals. Though the hedgers’ participation is of immense
importance, hedgers can hedge only when there are spec-
ulators who are willing to take counterparty positions.
Soyabean, soyaoil and soyameal market in India
Soyabean is considered the most important oilseed pro-
duced globally and soyabean production constitutes around
55%e58% of total production of all types of oilseeds (MCX
global soybean scenario, 2015). Soyabean seeds are
crushed to extract crude soyaoil. Crude soyaoil is processed
further to produce refined soyaoil. In the process of
extraction, defatted cake or soyameal is generated.
Globally USA, Brazil, China, Argentina, and India are the
major producers of soyabean, soyaoil and soyameal.5
Though India is one of the largest producers of soyabean,
it imports soyaoil to satisfy its edible oil requirements. In
India, soyameal is primarily used as an ingredient in animal
feed and is also exported. As these three commodities have
different types of usage and demand patterns, a diverse
group consisting of farmers, crushers, soya flour/soya
nuggets manufacturers, exporters of soyameal, importers
of soyaoil, animal feed manufacturers, and poultry and fish
farmers are part of the soyabean complex.
The “crush margin” is an important parameter which
many companies consider in deciding whether they should
sell soyabean or crush soyabean to sell soyaoil and soya-
meal. The crush margin is calculated as follows: crush
margin Z price of soyaoil þ price of soyameal e {price of5 Soyabean, soyaoil and soyameal together are also known as
soyacomplex.
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crude soyaoil}.
On crushing and refining of extracted solvent, soyabean
yields about 18% refined soyaoil while the rest (82%) con-
stitutes soyameal. If the crush margin is positive, crushing
and selling soyaoil and soyameal is beneficial, while with a
negative crush margin a crusher would be better off selling
soyabean. Every year the GoI announces minimum support
price (MSP) for soyabean. This, along with a host of factors,
determines domestic soya complex prices. Soya complex
prices usually remain volatile, as many factors including
global production of soyabean, demand for soyaoil and
soyameal, price of other edible oil substitutes such as palm
oil, sunflower oil, price of biofuels, and minimum support
price (MSP) declared by the GoI influence the complex. The
annualized return volatility of soyabean, soyaoil, and
soyameal spot prices in India during 2009e2014 are 30.6%,
18.3%, and 24.4% respectively (Fig. 2).
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Chief Executive, Agri Business Division, ITC
Ltd.About ITC-ABD
ITC Ltd. started its Agri Business Division (ABD) in 1988. The Agri Business Division sources many agricultural com-
modities in India, such as soyabean, wheat, potato, basmati rice, coffee, maize, and many niche agriproducts like chilli
and turmeric, for domestic sale as well as for exports. It also exports shrimp and prawns as part of its aqua operations.
Through its fruit processing activities, ITC-ABD exports fruit pulp from fruits such as mango, guava, and papaya, among
others. ITC-ABD contributes around 60% of ITC group’s total foreign exchange earnings.
During the mid-190s, ITC-ABD initiated its community based IT enabled e-Choupal network to reach farmers and
producers directly for sustainability of agri-commodity sourcing. Over the years, the e-Choupal network has added
many dimensions and provides information, products, and services to farmers for enhancing farm productivity and
improving farm gate price realization. ITC e-Choupal has won several awards including UNDP’s World Business Award,
Wharton-Infosys Business Transformation Award, Development Gateway Award, Stockholm Challenge Award and India
Innovation Award.
About S Sivakumar
S Sivakumar is the Divisional Chief Executive of ITC-ABD. Topper of the Class of 1983 from the Institute of Rural
Management (IRMA), Anand, Mr. Sivakumar served a farmers’ cooperative for six years before joining ITC. Mr. Siva-
kumar has conceptualized the path-breaking ITC e-Choupal model, and is spearheading its roll out across rural India.
For the ITC e-Choupal initiatives, Mr. Sivakumar has been honoured with the World Technology Award.
S Sivakumar is also the Chairman of Technico Agri Sciences Limited and Vice Chairman of ITC Infotech India Limited and
its subsidiaries in the UK and the US.
S Sivakumar is currently the Chairman of the National Agricultural Council of the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII),
and a member of the World Economic Forum’s Global Agenda Council on Social Innovation and a member of the UN
Global Compact’s Core Advisory Group to develop Sustainable Agriculture Business Principles. He has served on the
boards of India’s National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD), Indo US Knowledge Initiative on
Agriculture, IRMA, Anand, and the Private Sector Committee of the Consultative Group on International Agricultural
Research (CGIAR), among other organizations.Prabina Rajib (PR): What are your views on commodity
derivatives trading in India and the impact of derivatives
trading on price volatility?
Sivakumar (SK): The basic function of commodity ex-
changes is to provide a platform for commodity price dis-
covery and price risk management. In the past, India was a
closed market and prices of agricultural commodities were
predominantly governed by domestic supply and demand.Commodity prices tended to be low soon after harvest and
gradually moved up with time to cover the carrying costs.
With expanding exporteimport activities, the Indian com-
modity market is increasingly integrated with the rest of
the world. Now the commodity prices are impacted not only
by domestic supply and demand, but also by global con-
sumption and production, weather conditions that affect
such production and demand, foreign exchange and freight
rates, import and export tariffs, and other government
policies. Derivative markets amplify the signals from these
conditions and collecting the wisdom of all participants,
prices get adjusted to such conditions and in turn influence
the responses from the stakeholders to determine future
production and consumption, thereby bringing the market
back to equilibrium. In essence, derivatives markets
smoothen the price volatility compared to a situation
where the physical markets operate in isolation.
PR: Do you think Indian commodity exchanges have
been able to provide a platform for price risk manage-
ment as well as price discovery?
SK: Over the last decade or so, when Indian commodity
exchanges came into being, they have served a usefulpurpose on both these counts. There have been, of course,
hiccups from time to time, natural to any nascent market,
when there were kneeejerk reactions by the policy makers,
such as banning futures trade in certain commodities. But
on the whole, the commodity risk management mechanism
in the country has got institutionalized.
During this period, there have been many positive de-
velopments in the Indian commodities derivatives market.
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many agri-commodities such as grains, oilseeds, pulses,
spices, and plantation commodities. Electronic spot ex-
changes have started offering spot trading facilities. After
commodity exchanges have come into the picture, ware-
house capacity building has got a fillip. Many new ware-
houses are coming up with modern storage, weighing, and
grading facilities. Warehouse receipts have also been made
negotiable instruments.
On the flip side, although commodity exchanges started
functioning about a decade ago, the trading volumes and
durations for which commodity futures contracts can be
taken are limited. Liquidity exists mostly in near-month or
next near-month contracts, thereby providing price di-
rections for at most 2e3 months. In a well-functioning
commodity derivatives market, there should be enough
liquidity in longer-maturity contracts so that farmers can
get a fair idea about future price and decide whether to go
ahead with planting a crop or not. Options contracts are yet
to be introduced in India e thus limiting price risk man-
agement avenues for hedgers, especially for farmers and
aggregators.
PR: What are the reasons behind low trading volume
and limited maturity durations of futures contracts at
Indian commodity exchanges?
SK: There are several reasons why Indian commodity
contracts on exchanges lack depth. Most Indian farmers are
small with fragmented land holdings and they produce
small quantities of agricultural commodities. Barring a few
big companies, most of the agro based manufacturers and
processors are small and cater to local markets. Not many
big aggregators operate in the Indian commodity market.
Banks are not allowed to trade in commodities, even
though they provide loans to farmers and other value chain
players as part of priority sector lending. Price discovery
can take place only when a large number of consumers,
producers, traders, and aggregators use commodity futures
markets to hedge their risk. Interplay of these participants
along with speculators and arbitrageurs provides liquidity
and helps in price discovery for longer periods.
PR: Do you think small land holding is the only reason
for farmers not participating in commodity derivatives
trading?
SK: While small farm size is an important factor, there
are multiple other reasons why farmers do not participate
in futures trading. The exchange contracts are standardized
with specified quality parameters and delivery re-
quirements. Due to varied geographical, weather, and soil
conditions, Indian farmers produce different varieties of a
commodity and widely varying quality. For example, more
than 100 varieties of wheat are produced in India. If a
farmer produces a lower quality commodity that cannot
meet the standards prescribed by the exchanges, then it
cannot be traded. Similarly, if the produce is of better
quality than the prescribed standard, the farmer does not
get a higher price. Besides weighing, grading, storage, and
the insurance costs associated with storing these com-
modities in exchange accredited warehouses, additional
cost is incurred for transporting commodities to these
warehouses that are far away for most farmers. The burden
of these costs is an additional reason for farmers to stay
away from the commodity exchanges. Different types ofmargins levied by exchanges further add to the costs and
complexity for the farmers.
Though debates and discussions are going on in many
public forums regarding increasing farmers’ participation in
commodity exchanges, a fundamental question that needs
to be answered is e should Indian farmers use commodity
exchanges to hedge, considering the extra cost that needs
to be incurred? Farmers should obviously use exchange
platform only when the incremental benefits outweigh the
costs.
PR: Though your view on farmers’ participation in
commodity derivatives trading is quite interesting, I beg
to differ. Considering the price volatility of Indian agri-
commodities, farmers do need price risk mitigation
mechanisms. How should they hedge risks without
participating in the futures market? If primary producers
from foreign countries directly trade in commodity de-
rivatives, why shouldn’t Indian farmers trade in
derivatives?
SK: Farmers must be able to manage their risk, but that
should be done while maximizing value for their produce
and not by compromising on that count. As I mentioned
earlier, Indian farmers produce many varieties of any
agricultural commodity. The taste and preference of Indian
consumers also varies from one region to another. From my
experience, even the simple day-to-day atta consumed by
households varies significantly by region. The variety of
wheat used in manufacturing wafers is different from the
wheat that goes into manufacturing pasta or the wheat
used in making Kerala paratha. The variety of food items
that an average Indian consumes is quite diverse when
compared to any other country. If farmers want to use
commodity exchanges and start producing commodities as
per the prescribed quality parameters set by exchanges,
then consumers are deprived of their preferred food and
farmers of their potential premium markets. In Western
markets, there are big farmers with large acreage of land
ownership. These big farmers have the necessary means to
use commodity exchanges for price risk management.
Similarly, there are large buyers of commodities e the
processors, or companies that produce branded products
that are sold in retail chains all over the country. For most
part, these buyers contract with the farmers using ex-
change linked pricing formulae.
PR: Many critics argue that derivatives trading leads to
reckless speculation. We have also seen runaway price
rise in guar gum and guar seed leading to the FMC banning
futures trading in these two commodities. At different
points of time, the FMC has also banned futures trading in
certain other commodities. Don’t you think speculation
is bad for a market specifically when the market is at a
nascent stage? Also, what is your comment on the impact
of the NSEL crisis (as detailed in the Context Note) on
commodity derivatives trading in India?
SK: A derivatives market requires hedgers, speculators,
and arbitrageurs for effective functioning. Participation by
hedgers ensures that the market price of a commodity does
not deviate from its fundamental value. Arbitrageurs come
into the scene whenever there is any mispricing. They
ensure that spot-futures price relationship reflects the
underlying market fundamentals. Speculators are necessary
in a market to take contrarian views and assume
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as the market price can deviate from the fundamentals of a
commodity. Excess speculation destabilizes a market,
irrespective of whether a market is well-established or is at
a nascent stage. The regulatory framework and compliance
monitoring mechanism ensure that such excessive specu-
lation is minimized. Any destabilizing event such as the
NSEL payment default is bound to have some adverse
impact on the market sentiment. However, the swiftness
with which the FMC and other regulatory bodies intervened
to ring fence its impact shows the resilience of the Indian
commodity market.
PR: Going to back to Indian farmers, if they do not use
the exchange platform then what other mechanisms can
be made available to them to hedge price risks?
SK: While futures contracts provide price protection to
farmers, they do not provide benefits of any upside gain.
For example, if a farmer anticipates that prices will remain
at low to moderate levels during the harvest time which is
two months away, the farmer takes a short futures contract
today to sell his produce two months from now. Suppose
due to adverse weather conditions, or due to pest and in-
sect attacks, production of that commodity suffers and
price of that commodity rises during harvest period, the
farmer’s gain from the price rise in the spot market is offset
by the loss in the futures market, which caps the farmer’s
income.
Instead of this futures contract, if the farmer has a
choice to take a long put option, which guarantees a min-
imum price and also allows for upside gain should the
market go up, he is better off. However, the exchange
traded option contracts also suffer from certain limitations
similar to futures contracts, such as cost associated with
warehousing, weighing and grading, and limited delivery
points. Globally all exchange traded commodity contracts
have futures as underlying e this adds another level of
complexity. Further, even if Indian commodity exchanges
start offering options contracts on commodities and not on
futures, these contracts would still be standardized ones.
Like standardized futures contracts, exchange tradedFigure 3 Aggregator as a hedging intermoptions contracts may not be of much use to Indian farmers
producing a wide variety of commodities.
The best approach for an Indian farmer interested in
taking long put option contract is not to take it on an ex-
change platform, but to embed it in the regular cash mar-
ket transaction with a counterparty, who could be an
aggregator or a trader or a processor. If the farmer finds the
option premium expensive, he could let go of some upside
potential but incur a lower premium. For example, if a
farmer fears that soyabean prices could go down to INR
3200 a quintal after harvest compared to the current price
of INR 3400, to mitigate this risk, he takes a long put option
at strike price of INR 3300. With this arrangement, the
aggregator has unlimited downside risk and would like to
charge a higher premium to offset that risk. As an alter-
native, both parties could agree that the farmer cannot
exercise the option as long as price remains within INR 3200
to INR 3400. If the price falls below INR 3200, the farmer
can exercise the option at INR 3300. In this case, the farmer
bears the price risk upto INR 3200, and the aggregator
charges a lower premium, having reduced his risk. Many
such arrangements can be made between the farmers and
the aggregators depending on the price expectations of
both parties and their comfort level. Such an offline market
can get deepened if exchanges permit options, which the
aggregators can use as a backstop to mitigate their own
risk.
PR: What you just explained is akin to barrier options
which go into the realm of exotic options. Don’t you
think it will be an uphill task for aggregators to explain
the nitty-gritty of these contracts to farmers?
SK: On the contrary, by virtue of their regular and close
interaction with farmers, aggregators are in a better posi-
tion to explain the nuances of such contracts. Depending on
farmers’ requirement and capacity, aggregators can design
specific contracts for them. A well-to-do farmer having
surplus cash may be ready to pay higher premium for higher
upside potential, while another farmer may like to pay
lower premium and settle for limited upside potential. The
aggregator would in turn collate its counterparty positionsediary (Illustrated by the interviewer).
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platform to hedge the netted risks (See Fig. 3).
PR: ITC-ABD has been a major aggregator through its e-
Choupal initiative. Is your company currently entering
into any such contracts with farmers?
SK: Through e-Choupal, or otherwise, we undertake only
spot purchases from the farmers. The current APMC rules
require buyers to pay the farmers on the same day of
purchase e basically implying spot purchase. Traders or
aggregators therefore cannot enter into any types of for-
ward or option contracts with farmers. Hence, modification
of APMC rules is a necessary precondition for offering such
contracts to farmers by any trader or aggregator.
PR: ITC is a major procurer of agri-commodities such
as, soyabean, wheat, leaf tobacco, and coffee. Consid-
ering the price volatility of most of these commodities,
does ITC-ABD use exchange platform to mitigate the price
risks?
SK: Yes, we do source different agri-commodities. Some
commodities are for in-house processing and sold as
branded consumer products, and some to external B2B
customers within India or overseas. For example, wheat is
used for Aashirvaad brand atta, Sunfeast biscuits, Yippee
noodles; leaf tobacco is used for our cigarette brands; po-
tato for Bingo! brand snacks; processed fruit pulp for B
Natural brand juices and so on. Although we buy many
commodities, we use the commodity exchanges for hedging
the price risk of soyabean and soyaoil only.
PR: Why does ITC-ABD hedge only soyabean and
soyaoil prices? Your company is the second largest
aggregator of wheat after Food Corporation of India? So
why is wheat price risk not hedged?
SK: Which commodity risks are best hedged on an ex-
change is a function of three factors, viz. the extent of
price volatility in that commodity, level of value addition,
and how viable the exchanges are in mitigating the risk.
Given this backdrop, both the need to manage the price
risk and the scope to hedge wheat prices are limited.
Volatility in wheat prices is lower than the value addition
we are able to do through identity preserved supply
chains, processing, and branding. Also, given the high in-
fluence of Government actions on wheat prices e such as
minimum support prices to farmers, consumer prices
through public distribution, and extent of buying by the
Government agencies, the market is distorted and com-
modity exchanges are not able to offer viable risk man-
agement mechanisms. Notwithstanding that, we have
started hedging wheat in domestic exchanges on an
experimental basis.
On the other hand, we still do not have a value-added
offer in soyabean, and the price volatility is high due to its
strong integration with the global market. Soyabean, as you
know, is crushed to produce soyameal and soyaoil. Soyaoil
is sold in the domestic market while soyameal is mostly
exported, except for some domestic consumption by the
animal feed industry. Soyabean is a large part of our port-
folio. Hence mitigating price risk of soyaoil and soyabean is
quite important for us. At one point, we used the Chicago
Exchange (CBoT) to hedge soyaoil and soyabean price risks.
However, we now use domestic exchanges. Liquidity in
soyabean and soyaoil contracts is also fairly good indomestic exchanges, though soyameal is yet to attract
much trading interest.
PR: The US is the largest producer of soyabean and
CBoT is the most liquid market for soyaoil complex. Why
has ITC-ABD discontinued hedging at the CBoT platform?
SK: As you rightly mentioned, CBoT is the most liquid
market for soyaoil complex globally. The Chicago Exchange
also offers crush spread contracts which combine the
hedging needs for soyaoil complex at one go. However,
trading at CBoT has other associated risks such as basis risk
and exchange rate risks. As the contracts are traded and
settled in US dollars, we were exposed to foreign exchange
risks. Hedging the forex risk meant additional transaction
costs in that market. Due to difference in crop cycle, sea-
sonality, supply and demand factors, many a time, spot
price in India diverges from CBoT futures price. Hence using
the CBoT platform for hedging soyabean price risk was
exposing us to additional risks due to basis variations and
foreign exchange risks. We had to be very careful in
choosing when and how much we would hedge on CBoT. As
the liquidity in soyaoil and soyabean futures contracts in
domestic exchanges improved, we decided to hedge using
domestic exchanges.
PR: Can you please elaborate how ITC-ABD uses fu-
tures contracts to hedge?
SK: Suppose on a given day we bought 1000 tonnes of
soyabean from farmers at the prevailing spot price and we
are yet to identify buyers for say 500 tonnes. Considering
the volatility in soyabean and soyaoil prices as well as the
prevailing crush margin, we hedge the price risk associated
with the 500 tonnes of unsold or unpriced soyabean in-
ventory by entering into short futures contracts on soya-
bean. Similarly, if we have unsold soyaoil inventory, we
take short futures position on soyaoil. Once we identify
buyers for our unsold soyabean or soyaoil inventory, we de-
hedge by reversing the position taken in the futures mar-
ket. Similarly, if we have sales commitment and we are yet
to procure that commodity, we take long futures position.
Once we procure that commodity, we unwind the long fu-
tures position taken earlier. Buying soyabean, crushing and
producing soyaoil and soyameal are ongoing activities at
ITC-ABD. Similarly, selling these either in the domestic
market or exporting them are also ongoing activities. Our
hedging decisions are taken after taking into consideration
the soyabean stock at warehouses, soyaoil and soyameal
stock at the crushing units, and the committed sales vol-
umes for these three commodities.
PR: Can you throw some light on the crushing opera-
tions of ITC-ABD?
SK: Major crushing plants in India operate in the major
soyabean producing states of Madhya Pradesh, Mahara-
shtra, and Rajasthan. The crushing capacity in India is well
in excess of the soyabean production, so we hire some of
the surplus capacity for custom-crushing on an annual
basis. Depending on the anticipated crush margins in a year
and in different locations, we hire the crushing facilities on
a flexible basis. Our employees, along with the staff of the
crushing units, ensure that the necessary operations are
carried out.
PR: Can you please elaborate on the broad hedging
principle followed at ITC-ABD?
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modity with sales as well as profit targets. We also formu-
late a broad principle of risk limit in terms of value and
quantity for each commodity. The risk limit guides us
regarding the maximum amount of unpriced or unprocured
commodity for sale obligations we would like to have at any
given point of time in both value as well as in quantity
terms. We also look into the underlying market funda-
mentals in terms of global demand and supply conditions,
global prices and domestic prices of soyabean and soyaoil
as well as the prices of substitutes such as mustard and
palm oil, crush margin, our stock-in-hand at processing
points, our committed sales volume, and so on.
Hedging helps us to cushion ourselves from the price
volatility of the unsold or unprocured commodity. However,
at times, the limited depth of the futures market, high
costs, and scanty facility of physical deliveries (through
exchange platform) creates mismatch between the physical
and futures market. As a large hedger, we always look
forward to mature futures market with adequate liquidity
and also feel that credible threat of physical delivery
should be allowed to adequately align the markets with
physical reality. This would also help in attracting more and
more hedgers and improve the risk management practices
and overall price discovery for the market.
We utilize the short hedge facility to cover the risk of
the unsold inventory, and at the same time utilize long
hedge strategy to protect our sale commitments. We utilize
the physical delivery facility of the exchanges whenever
the futures prices have diverged from the physical prices.
Overall, we closely monitor our buying, selling, processing,
and hedging activities for each commodity, with an inde-
pendent profit and loss (P&L) account.
PR: How often do you monitor these activities? Do you
have any internal guidelines regarding the hedge ratio?
SK: We draw the P&L of our commodity books on a daily
basis. Except for a few agricultural commodities whose
prices are controlled by the Government of India, prices of
most of the agricultural commodities in India have been
quite volatile. Therefore, daily monitoring of inventory,
buying and selling operations, logistics, open positions in
futures contracts and risk limits is very important to deliver
the desired return on investment (ROI). We do not have any
predetermined hedge ratio as a fixed percentage of our
physical position. It varies from time to time based on the
market conditions, liquidity, and volatility. However as a
matter of policy we do not over hedge.
PR: Sound hedging principle requires a company to
have internal limits for stop-loss, book-gain and a strat-
egy for negative roll yield. How are these issues
addressed at ITC-ABD? Is your hedging activity considered
a profit or a cost centre?
SK: Our derivatives trading desk looks into different
sources of risks which may arise from open derivatives con-
tracts and these operational details are also factored in so
that we are not exposed to excess risk. Hedging is a small
though important part of our day-to-day activities in the
commodity business. Hedging is done tomanage the residual
risks after managing our day-to-day operational activities.
Our derivatives trading desk is treated as a cost centre, as we
see commodity hedging as one of the activities, just as we
buy, sell, and deliver. Each activity has its own cost andassociated benefits, and our trading desk has some costs. We
try to generate profit for each commodity at an aggregate
level rather than for every activity element. Of course, every
source of margin in each of these activities is tracked and
leveraged to generate profits. At ITC,webelieve in the adage
“The whole is greater than the sum of its parts”.
PR: Thank you very much for your time and insightful
views on the Indian commodity derivatives market and
for your interesting views on providing price risk miti-
gation facilities to Indian farmers as well as for sharing
ITC-ABD’s derivatives trading strategy.Acknowledgements
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